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Many workers have made physico..chemical studies of pyridi色合， not or:ly exp色rimen】

tally， but tll号 asit has especially similar structure to benzene. Consequentl y， 

theoretical 

ultravi.ol告tsp邑ctra，

On rnoJecules 

w:i.J呂tvalu号syv-e 

were introduced successfully about experim巴ntal results of 

rnoments， bond. distances， etc.， of pyridine. 

h抗告1・0ωatoms in the conjuga士宮d system， it 1S important 

of the Coulomb int己gr呂1(α) of nitrogen atom and the ex. 

(s) of carbon-nitr刊 en，when they are calculated by means of the 

LCAO-MO method. The calculation had been done frequently using the corrected 

valu行司 αN=αc十 b川町cent work sugg邑St5 thatαc十0.5/3 is a rather mor日 likely

value.CJ-) And the results do not 50 di宣告rfrom those by the simple MO method using 

i1.+0.5s， even if 1:11e cale叫 ationswo叫 dbe made to se1f consist告は by a process of 

suc.ceSSl ve 。rgelet a1.(2) adopted following parameters， when 

they cornputed moments of a s邑riesof conjugated heterocyclic compounds， 

は(C)= 6; ， α(-N~)=α }_.ßJ α(CトN))=α +O.lß ， {3cc-C)=孔 andsCC--N)= 1.2s. lt gave very good 

results about such The introd1.1ction of a h抗告ro-atom，of course， must 

abo1.1t to th色 Coulomb integral and th忠 由[change integral， and the 

above choice of param居te1'sis more adεquate in comparison with the calculation 

the correctio:n to nitro疋en品tomonly. 

On the other F. London gave a theory(3) of magnetic susceptibilities dl.le to 

π-electrons in aromatic compounds， that is to s呂y，rnaglletic susceptibilities due to 

molecuJgr orbitals of n-el記ctrons，when a 1γwgnetic field applies perpendicularly to 

th邑 molecular1)lan<に and 1-1. BrooksC4コconsid日rεd a influence of the overl ap 

results about 

We have 

atoms， and as the consequence they obtained very suitable 

measurements of magnetic susceptibilities about two component 

syst告msof substances 8110h as pyridine-wat飢‘， pyrio.ine-acetic acid， etc圃， and 

studied the interaction between t11e two on邑s. As we needed to carry out the 

calculation of susceptibility du巴 toπ-electron，we， in accordance with the 

m抗 hod 01 London， calculated using param日ters sel邑cted by Orgel and obtained 

reasonabJ.e vall.les. 

Ii a 長官1<1(的 is perpendicularly to the molecular plane， London's 

secular色quatiollis bya干ollowingequation， the exchange integral {3 being unity， 
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l7Jk z)-Xdk 11=0， (1) 

e 1 
where X=(E← α)js and 1= ;c L_i-H l-X1Yk); I is amagneticfluxpassing 

through the triangle form記dby the neighbouring atomsム1and the origin arbitrarily 

chosen in the plane of the molecule. 1 is Kron号cker'sdelta and 7Jkl equals to unity， 

when 1 neighbours with k， otherwise zero・

In this work， howev日r，we adopt th邑 parametersof Orgel in the equation (1)， th邑n

we can write explicitly the following form 

-X+l 1 

1.2ε1栄一X+O.l ε2
-x εs 

1::3発 -X

1.2ε6持

ε4* -X "5 
1.2ε 85於 -X+O.l

=0 (2) 

where ε 叩汁1)and εfニ exp(-2rrif町 汁1)' Expandingく2)and after some 

approximations， we obtain 

F(X)十1.44(2π/ア=0. (3) 

F( X) equals to a equation introduced simple LCAO-MO， in other words， it 

corresponds to the equ呂tionputting s =ε先 =1. Th告refore，considering the symm邑try

group of the pyridine molecule (C2V)， vye can solv官 inthe following factors， 

X2_.0.1X-l=O (4) 

X会-LIX3-5.78X2十3.2X+5.56= 0 

Each root X1 for the occupied levels is shown in Table L 

If f is smaller than 1， th巴 rootof the問 uation(3) is approximately 

x=Xノト π ，

( 4/) 

in which X"= -L44jP'(Xう isthe first derivative of F(X)ー The value of X" 

is a1so given in Table L 

Now， the diamagnetism due to electrons of the occupied levels was expressed by 

London as th色 followingform， 

Table 1 

Pyridine 

ごたよ0.0555 に +1.67309 土ニーニ.04753 Sum :一二，05391

1， calculated with αN=αc +2戸.

ll， caluculated with αN=αc十0.5s

調， cal旧日latedwith Orgel's parameters. 
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{2πeS i2 
2記χ叫 cup=-4'呂(X")xIWJltヲ'c~ ) ， 

where WJ keeps almost a equal value for benzene and pyridine， and S indicates 

the area of the conjugated system. Therefore the summation of X" would be compared 

with that of benzene. The values of it are shown in Table 1， together with those 

of benzene. The values computed with the Coulomb integral of nitro~en atom using 

α+0.5s， and α+2s， are also given in Table 1. The result using α+0.5s does not 

appreciably differ from that of Orgel's para.meters， but the other ont'! appears 
o 

unacceptable. S is computed using carbon四carbondistance， 1.39 A， and carbon司 nitrogen。
distance， 1.37A. Then Spyj Sbenz = 0.988. The ratio of罰(X")is 0.971. Consequently 

t:.Kpyjt:.Kb回 z=0.948， in which the t:.K is the ma伊 etic contribution owing to the 

n-electron orbitals. If we adopt t:.Kbenz = -54 x 10-6 cgS.，(5) we obtain !:J.Kpy = -52.4 x 

10-6 cgs. 

A measurement of magnetic anisotropy of pyridine is not yet made， but the 

magnetic susceptibility is measured repeatedly，(6) and our observed gram-susceptibility 

"'J.g is -0.610x 10ーへ sothe molecular susceptibility XMol= -48.3x 10-6 cgs.， which agrees 

with M. French's. 

On the other hand the molecular susceptibility induding conjugated double bonds 

is calculated additively as follows， 

XMol=LJXAtom十t:.Kj3，
in which XAtom is atomic increment. For pyridine， 

2JX.i¥.t四 =5Xc-c=)+5XCH-)+χC-N-)・

Here we adopt the following values，C7コ

χC-c-)=ー3.36x1O-6cgs. and XCH-)= -2.93x 10-6cgs. 

Previous workers， however， did not determine the values of XC-N=)， which we can 

now determined from the above mentioned values to be χトN=)=O.

This is very interesting result， showing that if -CH= group in hydrocarbon 

containing cojugated double bond is replaced by -N  = group， the molecular 

susceptibility only decreases by the value corresponding to -CH=， i. e.， -6.29x 10-6 

cgs.， under the condition of neglecting the change of the molecular orbital by 

n-electrons， as it has only little influence. We have a few case to examine the above 

fact， but the following compounds， whose values were determined in our laboratory 

and were given below， are good examples to confirm these circumstances. 
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Thus the magnitude of the magnetic susceptibility of each substance decreases by 

-6.4 X 10-6 cgs.， progressively. This value just corresponds to the above conclusion. 

S由i:J..mary

We treated the magnetic anisotropy of pyridine by means of London's theory. In 
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this paper， w配 adoptedα+s and α+0. as the COU101叫h

atom and that of the carbon atom 

and 1，2(3 as exchange integral between carbon 

obtained 0.971 as the value of the ratio of the 

benzene. When α+0.5βwas used as the Coulomb integral of the 

result was rather small. 

111 this case we 

to that of 

atom， the 

And it became evident that the r巴 ofthe 

hydrocarbons {;[ave no atomic iucrement of the diamagnetism. 

atom into aromatic 

The authers wish to expr巴ssto aclmowledg告 our to Professor T. Tono-

mura for his encouragement this work. 
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